HIV-1 replication in CD4+ T cell lines: the effects of adaptation on co-receptor use, tropism, and accessory gene function.
We studied the replication of HIV-1 macrophage-tropic CCR5-using strains (R5) in CD4+ T cell lines to better understand the switch in co-receptor use of such strains during disease progression and to assess resulting changes in cell tropism. We found that the majority of R5 strains cannot replicate in CD4+ T cell lines without adaptation by serial passage. A small minority of primary R5 isolates, however, were able to infect two T cell lines, Molt4 and SupT1. This expanded tropism was due to the use of undetectable levels of CCR5 rather than CXCR4 or alternative receptors. In contrast, HIV-1sF162 adaptation for replication in the C8166 T cell line was due to the emergence of variant strains that could use CXCR4. Of two variants, one was dual-tropic and one T-tropic, although both could use CCR5 as well as CXCR4. A single mutation in the start codon of the accessory gene vpu accounted for the T-tropic phenotype of the second variant, indicating that a non-functional vpu impairs macrophage tropism. Thus, in vitro and in the absence of an immune response, R5 strains naturally adapt to infect CXCR4+ T cell lines. Such adaptation resembles the rare R5 to X4 switch that occurs in vivo. Mutations in accessory genes (e.g., vpu) not required for replication in rapidly dividing cell lines may also occur in vitro, abrogating replication in primary cell types such as macrophages. Such mutations, however, are normally selected against in vivo.